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Revelation:

5/28/6008 TAM a/k/a Aug 29/30, 2008

Fifth Seal Scenario

National Decline?
Martial Law?
Tyranny?
Persecution?

USA ..What's the plan? ..Can it happen here?
Fifth Seal ..I saw ..those who had been killed for the Word of God,
and for the testimony of the Lamb. Rev 6:9-11
Does a globalist CFR plan really exist
engineering the decline of America?
Why and how will the USA cede it's
national sovereignty
to the UN? How will that change the
world?
What documented steps have already been
taken toward national decline ..toward
martial law, tyranny and persecution of
believers?

Special Downloads from the Tsiyon Web Site:
Free to all:

State Department Pub. 7277 - 20 pages
Official State Department plan proposing ceding of the national sovereignty of the USA to the
UN. Now well under way.
Free to all:

Changing Images of Man &
The Planned Collapse of the USA - 289 pages
The globalist elite have planned where our world is heading right now, as evidenced by this
1974 research report released by Stanford Research Institute and the Charles F. Kettering
Foundation, originally commissioned by the US Government.
For Tsiyon Ministry Partners Only:

Program #139 Supplement - 107 pages
Contains documentation for everything in the program, and more, including official White
House June 26, 2008 EO
"declaration of national emergency."
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Visit our website to hear this program free!

Latest News At Tsiyon

Have you read
Holy Order Restored
by Eliyahu ben David?

Tsiyon Community Online: We are pleased to announce that we now have our Tsiyon
Community Forum back online! We are still upgrading some features, but we are functional. If
you were a member of the Tsiyon Community in the past your username and password should
still work just fine. New signups are also welcome at our forum. To get to Tsiyon Community
just take the link from the "Community" button on our Tsiyon home page or click this link.
Enjoy!
Join Us For Sukkot: We are still making plans for Sukkot and you are invited! Dates are
about October 14-21, 2008. Contact us for information.

Pass It On

Listener Feedback & Answers:

If you know someone who would
be interested in receiving this
newsletter, please forward.

White Horse Rider Questions
Q. USA: I have just a few thoughts and questions when you have the time on the Revelation
series. By the way I have been having extreme dreams during the night, I just can’t get the
things we discuss out of my head. I have put together a little flow chart of what we have
discussed. This helps me visualize the seven seals better. By no way is it complete since we are
just getting into the fifth seal.
A. That is intense, when you are dreaming about the message! A flow chart is a great idea.
Please share that with me when it is complete.
Q. One item has been nagging me for quite sometime and that is: of all the riders the white
horse rider is the only one that is a person. Why is that? Why would Yah have the first seal be a
person (forerunner) and still be called a rider?
A. He does stuff like that so that you can't create a systematic code to decipher prophecy with
your natural mind. You can only get it by the Holy Spirit illuminating the Scriptures. In this
case the victorious rider with a bow is from the Psalms and is the friend-of-theBridegroom/forerunner, an actual person [Psalm 45/Tsiyon Program #131]. The other riders
have no verses identifying them as actual persons. In fact, we are told the 4th rider is 'Death'
personified - not therefore an actual person at all. The riders of seals 2 and 3 are not named as
specific persons anywhere in Scripture since they too are figurative.
Q. I looked for the Hebrew definition of the number four then I looked for the definition of
horsemen and then I went to Genesis to recall what Yah created on the fourth day. The number
four is creation of the world in this time, which makes sense because Yah is dealing with
creation and how the world is at the present time. The four horsemen are dealing with creation
in some form. In Genesis Yah made the distinction between evening and morning …..darkness
and light. I see the four horsemen doing the same distinguishing between light and darkness.
A. Very interesting study ..good job!
Q. Question, is horseman the right translation in revelation or should it be charioteer? It may
not make a difference as pertaining to what they do but in my mind a charioteer is more of a
warrior type than a horseman or a man riding a horse. But then again the scriptures mention
“He who sat on it, or one who sat on it…etc." So yes I understand "sat" but in Hebrew could
that sat be really sat in? Just something in my head.
A. The word is 'hippos' which means horse. They are definitely riding horses. The Greek word
for chariot is harmah. This word is not in the Revelation verses.
Q. Okay, okay one more then I am done for now. What is your best answer to why the angels in
Revelation are not named and are just mentioned as angels?
A. The book is called "Revelation" for a reason. It is written this way so the "good guys" will
get the answers but the "bad guys" won't get it.
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Daniel 12:9 He said, Go your way, Daniel; for the words are shut up and sealed until the time
of the end.
10 Many shall purify themselves, and make themselves white, and be refined; but the wicked
shall do wickedly; and none of the wicked shall understand; but those who are wise shall
understand.

Conclusion
While Biblical illiteracy has become the norm generally, it is definitely NOT the norm among
Tsiyon listeners! Feedback like that above tells us that Tsiyon listeners are paying attention to
the Word. We applaud you taking a different path from the world and seeking after His truth. In
our current 'fifth seal' programs we are coming to grips with the fact that holding to the Word
and our testimony of our Messiah can and will bring the hatred of the world upon us. We must
learn to accept that honor of being hated for His Name's sake, even in places like the USA
where we have not had much persecution in the past. Things are changing. Our program this
week, and 400+ pages of downloads that go with it, demonstrate how this can and will happen,
even in the USA. We pray for you, that as you consider this information you will be
strengthened in your inner man to grasp the fullness of your destiny in the midst of a darkening
world, here, at the end of the age.
Blessings to you and yours in Messiah's mighty Name.
Shalom in Messiah,
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
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